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At a Glance
A new immigration regulation has
greatly expanded the ability of the
federal government to exclude
immigrants based on their likelihood
of becoming a “public charge.”
This rule will impact low- and
moderate-income immigrants the
hardest and shape the future of
the U.S. immigrant population.

Authors’ note: Since the writing of this article, the public
charge rule was later enjoined nationwide during a
declared national emergency related to the COVID-19
pandemic on July 29, 2020. On September 11, 2020, the
U.S. Second Circuit Court of Appeals granted the govern
ment’s motion to lift the July injunction nationwide. On
November 2, 2020, a federal district court vacated the new
rule nationwide. One day later, the Seventh Circuit Court
stayed the order vacating the new rule. On December 2,
2020, the Ninth Circuit Court enjoined the new rule in a
handful of states; it remains in effect elsewhere.
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History of public charge
The U.S. has historically denied the entry of “undesirable”
immigrants.1 One category of undesirables includes people
that the government deems likely to become a public charge.
The concept of public charge takes root in Colonial-era poor
laws restricting who could enter and reside in states such as
New York and Massachusetts.2 It is also reminiscent of antebellum slave codes that conditioned manumission on the
slave owner posting a bond to ensure the enslaved person
would not become a public charge.3 The term “public charge”
was introduced in federal legislation in 1882.4 It evolved into
a basis for excluding those “likely to become a public charge”5
and deporting those who do.6
Public charge survives today with its inclusion in modern
comprehensive federal legislation.7 However, no legislation
defines “public charge.” Consequently, enforcement was primarily “prophetic judgement”8 on factors such as age, health,
family status, assets, resources, financial status, education,
and skills.9 Financial sponsorship became an additional factor
when, in 1996, Congress created a legally enforceable affidavit of support required by sponsors of all family-based green
card applicants demonstrating the capability of maintaining
the immigrant at an income level not less than 125 percent of
the poverty level (Form I-864).10 In 1999, the Immigration and
Naturalization Service published field guidance for adjudicators making public charge determinations in considering the
above factors cumulatively in the “totality of circumstances.”11
The guidance defined public charge to be anyone likely to
become “primarily dependent on government for subsistence.”12 The only types of public benefits relevant to a public
charge determination were past use or potential future use
of “public cash assistance for income maintenance” such as
Supplemental Security Income and Temporary Assistance for
Needy Families and “institutionalization for long-term care
at government expense.”13 In practice, however, the greatest
weight was placed on the existence of financial sponsorship.
This field guidance would remain the basis for a public charge
determination for the next 20 years.

Recent changes to public charge
In February 2018, a draft of a proposed rule altering the
public charge definition was leaked to the press.14 The proposed rule greatly expanded the types of public benefits considered under the public charge analysis. The government
previously declined to consider the use of non-cash assistance in a public charge analysis, recognizing that “participation in such noncash programs is not evidence of poverty or
dependence.”15 However, the leaked draft indicated that the
government will begin to consider the use of non-cash benefits including non-emergency Medicaid, food stamps, and Section 8 housing benefits.

In October 2018, the Department of Homeland Security
(DHS) released the final proposed version of the rule and allowed 60 days for public comment. During that period, more
than 266,000 comments were submitted, an astonishing
number for a technical administrative regulation. The government acknowledged that the “vast majority of comments”
opposed the rule.16 Despite the overwhelming public response from state and local governments, health care providers, private citizens, and a constellation of immigration, public health, and economic justice advocates, DHS published
the final rule in August 2019.17 DHS summarily brushed off
the thousands of comments opposing the rule as outweighed
by the government’s interest in the self-sufficiency of immigrants. A slew of lawsuits immediately followed and, despite a
series of temporary injunctions, the Supreme Court eliminated
the last injunction in a January 2020 decision. The new public
charge rule officially went into effect on February 24, 2020.18
The final rule contained some modest improvements
from earlier drafts—such as excluding from consideration
public benefits use by an immigrant’s U.S. citizen family
members—but it retained its original framework. Under the
new regulation, the legal definition of “public charge” changed.
An individual would be considered a public charge if he or she
were likely to use public benefits for “more than 12 months in
the aggregate in any 36-month period” at any point in the future. The new regulation also expanded public benefits under
consideration to include non-emergency Medicaid (with exceptions), Section 8 housing vouchers and rental assistance,
public housing, and food stamps.
To determine whether an applicant would meet this definition of public charge, immigration officers were now to
apply an expanded “totality of circumstances” test. Though
financial sponsorship was previously sufficient for most applicants to overcome the public charge ground, the new rule
requires immigration officers to go over an applicant’s personal history with a microscope. Among other things, immigration officers are expected to inspect an applicant’s credit
reports, “English proficiency,” health insurance policies, medical histories, household size, debts and liabilities, appraisals
of real and personal property, employment histories, occupational skills, educational level, past applications for public
benefits, the applicant’s relationship to his or her financial
sponsor, the financial health of the sponsor, and a 20-page
form that each applicant must submit. Immigration officers
are then instructed to “balance” these factors at their discretion to determine whether an applicant is likely to use public
benefits, at any time, for more than 12 months in the aggregate in any 36-month period.
This incredibly convoluted test foisted upon immigration
officers at a time of historic processing delays will inevitably
lead to inconsistent and discriminatory outcomes.19 The government bizarrely emphasizes in its own guidance regarding the new rule that the public charge test is a “subjective,
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families. Public policy analysts warned that
the long-term impacts of individuals needlessly forgoing benefits would be particularly
acute for pregnant women and children.
The public benefits focus of the new rule
is largely a red herring as eligibility for most
federal public benefits is limited to those
who already have their green card. A public
charge determination primarily occurs for
those applying for a green card through a
family member. Research has shown that
fewer than one percent of noncitizens in the
United States could be ineligible for a green
card based on past public benefits use alone
under the new rule since few applicants
would have ever been eligible.22
As a result, the chilling effect has reached
far beyond the legal effect. In fact, a 2018
survey by the Urban Institute revealed that
one in seven adults in low-income immigrant families avoided non-cash public benefits for either their own use or their family
members, which included eligible children.23
A study by the National Immigration Law
Center highlighted the example of an individual exempt from a public charge determination who stopped receiving cancer treatment covered by Medi-Cal out of fear it
would endanger her immigration status.24
The most common program for which a
chilling effect was reported was food stamps,
followed by Medicaid and the Children’s
Health Insurance Program.25 However, the
chilling effect reaches far beyond the immigrant community. Disenrollment of benefits
could lead to consequences such as a loss of
federal funds, a negative ripple effect on the economy, and
potential jobs lost.26 In Michigan, the estimated economic loss
to the state was calculated at $267 million if only 15 percent of
those experiencing the chilling effect disenroll.27

[A] 2018 survey by the Urban Institute revealed
that one in seven adults in low-income
immigrant families avoided non-cash public
benefits for either their own use or their family
members, which included eligible children.

discretionary assessment” based on “the opinion of” the
adjudicating officer and that, consequently, “determinations
will vary.”20

Impact analysis
Chilling effect

Public benefits

Even before the rule was implemented, the leaked draft
created a chilling effect. Not an unprecedented outcome,
since research documented a sharp decline in benefit program participation among immigrant families following the
1996 legislation on immigrants’ eligibility for public benefits.21 More than a year before the public charge rule was
even finalized, public health analysts predicted that a combination of fear and confusion among the immigrant community would lead to decreased participation in programs such
as Medicaid, even for U.S. citizens in mixed immigrant status

By making public benefits the centerpiece of the public
charge definition, the rule plays up the false narrative that
immigrants utilize a disproportionate amount of public benefits and the notion that immigrants come to the United
States to utilize public benefits.28 Though the rule puts a focus on examining past use of benefits to the extent that it has
added a full page of questions regarding past public benefits
use to several immigration forms, most immigrants impacted
by this new rule will never have been eligible for public benefits in the United States.29
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The government is considering an individual a public
charge—i.e., dependent on the government—if the immigrant may use public benefits for a short period of time at any
point in the future. Though the government has drawn the
line at individuals who use public benefits for 12 months out
of a 36-month period, using more than one benefit in the
same month is counted concurrently. For example, using
Medicaid and food stamps for six months counts as 12 months
of public benefits.
On a definitional level, the idea that use of public benefits
for six months over an entire lifetime makes an individual a
constructive ward of the state is misleading. As an example,
food stamps on average offer $127 a month per recipient, or
approximately $1,500 per year.30 These modest sums demonstrate that public benefits such as food stamps are intended
to be supplements to income. As put quite eloquently in the
past by the same agency now implementing this rule, noncash benefits “are by their nature supplemental” and “benefits are increasingly being made available to families with incomes far above the poverty level, reflecting broad public
policy decisions about improving general public health and
nutrition, promoting education, and assisting working-poor
families in the process of becoming self-sufficient.”31 Study
after study confirms the government’s spot-on observation,
finding that non-cash assistance, even for a limited period of
time, can be a critical supplement to income, contributing to
the long-term self-sufficiency of recipients and their children.32
Additionally, relevant research demonstrates that the stereotypical association between immigrants and welfare use
is erroneous. A study by the Center on Budget and Policy
Priorities found that by conservative estimate, one in three
Americans would be considered a public charge based on
past benefits use alone under this new rule compared to
fewer than one percent of noncitizens.33 A systematic review
of immigrant health care expenditure studies revealed that
immigrants, regardless of lawful status, paid more toward
medical expenses than they withdrew and essentially subsidize U.S. health insurance markets.34 A study funded by the
National Institutes of Health demonstrated that average health
care expenditures were highest for native-born U.S. citizens,
almost twice the amount of expenditures incurred by noncitizens. The study also noted the “total, and publicly funded,
share of healthcare consumption by immigrants was much
lower relative to their population size.”35 A study by the CATO
Institute found that “[l]ow-income . . . non-citizen children and
adults utilize Medicaid, SNAP, cash assistance, and SSI at a
generally lower rate than comparable low-income native-born
citizen children and adults, and the average value of public
benefits received per person is generally lower for non-citizens
than for natives.”36
Accordingly, the rationales and objectives of the government in promulgating this public charge rule are murky at
best. The government cites no evidence to buttress its claim

that its rule will promote self-sufficiency. Contrastingly, available evidence demonstrates that temporary public benefits use
can play a critical part in achieving long-term self-sufficiency
and, in any event, immigrants utilize federal public benefits at
a lower rate than native-born U.S. citizens.
The public charge rule reframes an archaic category of “undesirables” and attaches to it a subset of undesirable qualities.
How these factors will be applied in practice is still relatively
unknown, but the factors themselves seem to be overwhelmingly disadvantageous to low- and middle-skilled immigrant
workers.37 The Migration Policy Institute analyzed how the
negative factors would have impacted those who had recently obtained a green card and found that children, the
elderly, and women disproportionately had at least two to
three negative factors.38 As the senior vice president for the
Poverty to Prosperity Program at the Center for American
Progress noted, the new public charge rule seems to require
immigrants to have “inherited wealth” or the “education necessary to work a high-tech job in Silicon Valley” and to basically
“have already achieved the American dream” as a prerequisite
to receive a green card through a family member.39 n
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